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Transformative and mutually beneficial solutions require decision-makers to reconcile
present- and future interests (i.e., intrapersonal conflicts over time) and to align them with
those of other decision-makers (i.e., interpersonal conflicts between people). Despite the
natural co-occurrence of intrapersonal and interpersonal conflicts in the transformation
toward sustainability, both types of conflicts have been studied predominantly in isolation.
In this conceptual article, we breathe new life into the traditional dialog between individual
decision-making and negotiation research and address critical psychological barriers to
the transformation toward sustainability. In particular, we argue that research on
intrapersonal and interpersonal conflicts should be tightly integrated to provide a richer
understanding of the interplay between these conflicts. We propose a novel, unifying
framework of interdependent conflicts that systematically structures this interplay, and
we analyze how complex interdependencies between the social (i.e., conflict between
decision-makers) and temporal (i.e., conflict within a decision-maker) dimensions pose
fundamental psychological barriers to mutually beneficial solutions. Since challenges to
conflict resolution in the transformation toward sustainability emerge not only between
individual decision-makers but also frequently between groups of decision-makers,
we scale the framework up to the level of social groups and thereby provide an
interdependent-conflicts perspective on the interplay between intra- and intergenerational
conflicts. Overall, we propose simple, testable propositions, identify intervention
approaches, and apply them to transition management. By analyzing the challenges faced
by negotiating parties during interdependent conflicts and highlighting potential intervention
approaches, we contribute to the transformation toward sustainability. Finally, we discuss
implications of the framework and point to avenues for future research.
Keywords: conflict, transformation, sustainability, negotiation, intrapersonal conflict, intergenerational conflict,
transition management
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INTRODUCTION

as has been emphasized in the extended conceptualization of
“super wicked problems” (Levin et al., 2012; Peters, 2017).
Previous research has revealed that negotiations on
sustainability issues are often ineffective and end in suboptimal
solutions (Van der Gaast, 2015; Weber and Johnson, 2016;
Dannenberg and Barrett, 2018) and that the involved parties,
external stakeholders, and – most often – societies would
benefit from more-mutually beneficial solutions (Bazerman
et al., 1999). We argue that negotiation aimed at the
transformation toward sustainability faces fundamental
psychological barriers grounded in the conglomeration of
social and temporal interdependencies. Given these conflicting
interests both between people and over time, exactly how
such transformation can be promoted remains unclear. In the
psychological literature, two major lines of research have
contributed significantly to our understanding of complex
decision-making processes: first, the negotiation-research
perspective (i.e., how parties resolve conflicts of interests
between decision-makers), and second, the individual decisionmaking perspective (i.e., how decision-makers resolve conflicts
between present- and future interests). These two research
perspectives have been the focus of a long-standing dialog
that has spurred innovation across and beyond lines of research
(Raiffa, 1982; for a review, see Tsay and Bazerman, 2009).
In the present contribution, we seek to reinvigorate this
traditional dialog between the two psychological research areas
and address key barriers and drivers in the transformation
toward sustainability.
Given that the transformation toward sustainability faces
super wicked problems (Levin et al., 2012), including conflicts
between people and over time, these conflicts should
be considered jointly rather than in isolation. We posit the
existence of an interplay between inter- and intrapersonal
conflicts (see Thompson and Gonzalez, 1997). Politicians, for
instance, “[must] navigate political conflict over climate policy
in Congress […] and within themselves” (Van Boven et al.,
2018). Importantly, we believe that the web of interplay between
conflicts is difficult to disentangle because negotiators must
simultaneously integrate their own interests with those of their
counterparts and reconcile their present- and future interests.
The interplay between conflicts therefore acts as a significant
barrier to the transformation toward sustainability (e.g., Weber
and Johnson, 2016). To explicitly delineate the concrete challenges
that arise from this interplay between inter- and intrapersonal
conflicts, we introduce the concept of interdependent conflicts.
We propose that a solution to one conflict (e.g., between
decision-makers) impacts the solution to concurrent conflicts
(e.g., within decision-makers). Consequently, interdependent
conflicts can only be resolved efficiently by considering them
simultaneously (see super wicked problems, Levin et al., 2012).
By developing a framework of interdependent conflicts,
we contribute to existing research on decision-making and
negotiation in the transformation toward sustainability in various
ways. First, we provide a unifying structure for complex and
interdependent decision-making processes. Second, taking the
negotiation perspective, we seek to expand existing research
by introducing a temporal dimension (i.e., negotiation agreements

Human civilization stands at a crossroads. Avoiding a decline
of the human species and ensuring its long-term survival
requires scaling up human cooperation at all levels, from
individual to global (Dreber and Nowak, 2008; Ostrom, 2009;
Dannenberg and Barrett, 2018). Sustainability issues such as
climatic change, biodiversity loss, and resource depletion can
result in a conflict of interests between individuals, groups,
organizations, and nations (Hsiang et al., 2013; Mach et al.,
2019). These challenges inevitably require collaborative
decision-making processes (i.e., negotiations) to coordinate
different interests and reach conflict solutions (Barrett and
Dannenberg, 2012; Ehrlich and Ehrlich, 2013). Negotiation
is a pervasive communication process that is most-widely
used to plan for the future, allocate resources, resolve conflicts
of interests, and solve complex problems via mutually satisfying
agreements (Jang et al., 2018).
“[Negotiations] can dramatically reshape the social and
physical environments we occupy” (Jang et al., 2018, p. 318).
The transformative potential of collaborative decision-making
processes to lead to new practices (Asara et al., 2015) has
long been recognized by scholars of social conflict. Indeed,
Pruitt and Carnevale (1993, p. 15) concluded that “…[negotiation]
presides over much of the change that occurs in human society.
Conflict often results from dissatisfaction with the status quo,
and it often leads to negotiation about how to do things
differently. […] [S]ociety usually prospers if negotiation goes
well and the agreements reached are mutually satisfying to
the parties. Conversely, society is often harmed when negotiation
goes poorly and fails to produce a mutually satisfying outcome.”
Negotiation processes can trigger change at different societal
levels (the Multi-level perspective; Geels and Schot, 2007; Geels,
2011). At the micro-level (i.e., niches), at which individual
actors operate, negotiation processes can promote sustainability
transitions. At the meso-level (i.e., regimes), diverse stakeholders
and representatives of social groups (e.g., communities, firms,
private and public organizations, political parties, governmental
institutions) incrementally transform the current state of society
via negotiations (Geels, 2020). Across both levels, negotiation
processes constitute an essential element of collective sensemaking processes and can foster societal change (Geels, 2020).
It is important to note that “the structure and processes
of negotiation are fundamentally the same at the personal
level as they are at the diplomatic and corporate level” (Lewicki
and Litterer, 1985). Indeed, negotiations are interactive human
decision-making processes. In line with this reasoning, our
conceptual article stands in the tradition of psychological and
behavioral decision-making research in assuming that negotiators
depart from rationality in systematic ways (e.g., Raiffa, 1982;
Neale and Bazerman, 1985; Trötschel et al., 2015). In the
transformation toward sustainability, negotiators are confronted
with so-called “wicked problems,” which are characterized by
systemic complexities, including the involvement of multiple,
interdependent actors (Rittel and Webber, 1973). Beyond these
social interdependencies, negotiators are also confronted with
the critical element of time and temporal interdependencies,
Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org
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with short-term and long-term consequences). Third, from a
multi-level perspective, we offer a systematic link between
psychological negotiation research and transition management
and highlight negotiation processes at different societal levels.
Fourth, from an applied perspective, we aim to provide a
more-comprehensive understanding of psychological conflicts
in the transformation toward sustainability and to offer potential
leverage points with hands-on tools for interventions that foster
sustainable solutions. In essence, we seek to encourage future
research to further examine human decision-making processes
in the context of interdependent conflicts with the goal of
fostering the transformation toward sustainability.

two instances over time (i.e., present- and future interests).1
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed framework of interdependent
conflicts for individual decision-makers.
Our paper is structured as follows: To establish our framework,
we first introduce interdependent conflicts at the individual
level. In so doing, we review the existing literature, outline
characteristic psychological processes, derive propositions, and
conclude with an intervention approach to addressing the
proposed problems at the individual level. Second, we scale
up our framework from the individual-group to the socialgroup level to establish interdependent conflicts as an interplay
between inter- and intragenerational conflicts. We then follow
the same structure as at the individual level.

THE FRAMEWORK OF
INTERDEPENDENT CONFLICTS

INTRODUCING INTERDEPENDENT
CONFLICTS AT THE INDIVIDUAL LEVEL

Based on the assumption that conflict resolutions depend on
one another in the social and temporal dimensions, we derive
a basic structure for the framework by distinguishing between
three psychological conflicts. The involved parties may experience
(1) present interpersonal conflict between their own and their
counterparts’ present interests. This type of conflict has
traditionally been investigated by social-conflict- and negotiation
research (e.g., De Dreu et al., 2000). Simultaneously, each party
may experience (2) intrapersonal conflict between their presentand future interests (i.e., the conflict emerges for each party
individually). This type of conflict has predominantly been
studied by individual decision-making research (e.g., Frederick
et al., 2002). Finally, the two parties may also experience (3)
future interpersonal conflict between their own and their
counterparts’ future interests. Very few studies have investigated
outcome delays and the efficiency of negotiated agreements
found in this type of conflict (e.g., Okhuysen et al., 2003;
Henderson et al., 2006). The parsimonious framework focuses
explicitly on dyadic, two-party conflicts of interests and on

Interpersonal Conflicts

Interpersonal conflicts emerge whenever two or more parties
perceive their views or interests as being incompatible
(Jehn, 1995), and negotiation is the decision-making process
Besides the specified psychological conflicts in the framework, two other
psychological conflicts might emerge for each party (i.e., an interpersonal conflict
over time in which one party’s present interests conflict with the counterpart’s
future interests and an interpersonal conflict over time in which one party’s
future interests conflict with the counterpart’s present interests). These
interpersonal conflicts over time directly reflect the unique characteristic of
interdependent conflicts. Since conflicts are interdependent, the specified three
different types of psychological conflicts in our framework can determine the
parties’ interpersonal conflicts over time. Therefore, the framework of
interdependent conflicts implicitly integrates these interpersonal conflicts over
time. For conciseness reasons, the presented version of the framework of
interdependent conflicts offers the most parsimonious version that may
be extended in future research on interdependent conflicts in the transformation
toward sustainability. Our reasoning also applies to interdependent conflicts at
the level of social groups that we address in the latter part of the article.
1

FIGURE 1 | The framework of interdependent conflicts at the individual level. Figure shows the integration of traditional research fields (vertical and horizontal grayframed areas) into our unifying framework of interdependent conflicts. The framework distinguishes between present interpersonal conflict, intrapersonal conflict
emerging for each party, and future interpersonal conflict. These conflicts naturally co-occur and interdependently affect one another.
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that parties with divergent interests use to reconcile their
differences (Pruitt and Carnevale, 1993). Traditionally, the
interest structure of interpersonal conflicts has been a central
element of theorization and research (e.g., Gelfand et al.,
2011). In general, the literature distinguishes between
convergent- and divergent-interest structures: (1) When parties
have convergent interests, these interests are compatible, and
no interpersonal conflict emerges. By contrast, when parties
have divergent interests, these interests can be (2a) diametrically
opposed, resulting in a distributive-interest structure (i.e., a
zero-sum structure without opportunities for exploring
integrative, win-win solutions). In zero-sum negotiations, the
best solution for both parties is a compromise (Pruitt and
Carnevale, 1993). When parties have divergent interests, these
interests can also be (2b) opposed, but since the parties have
different priorities, they form an integrative-interest structure,
which includes mutually beneficial trade-off opportunities and
allows the parties to explore integrative agreements (i.e.,
win-win agreements; Pruitt and Carnevale, 1993). In contrast
to compromise agreements, integrative agreements create value
for both parties and therefore leave them better off than would
a compromise (e.g., Bazerman et al., 1985). Importantly, in
order to exploit integrative potential and reach mutually
beneficial, transformative solutions, parties must consider their
own and their counterparts’ underlying interests and coordinate
them via negotiations.
In interpersonal conflicts, negotiators typically display the
detrimental psychological tendency to devalue their counterparts’
interests (Thompson and Hastie, 1990; Babcock and Loewenstein,
1997; Curhan et al., 2004). Parties therefore have a biased
idea of how to resolve a social conflict in favor of their own
interests. Pinkley et al. (1995) demonstrated that negotiators
devalue their counterparts’ interests and thus create suboptimal
agreements even though the parties have complete information
on their counterparts’ interests. As parties have a basic propensity
toward interpersonal devaluation, resolving interpersonal
conflicts is difficult and often leads to suboptimal agreements
(Schelling, 1958; Bazerman and Neale, 1992).

Hardisty and Weber (2009, p. 329) describe this human tendency
as a “strong desire, all things being equal, to get things now.”
Decision-makers therefore have a biased idea in favor of their
present interests in terms of how to resolve the temporal conflict.

The Negotiation Perspective

Social-conflict research metaphorically describes intrapersonal
conflicts as two psychological states with opposing interests
in which one party seeks to protect present interests and the
other to protect future interests (Bazerman et al., 1998). Schelling
(1984, p. 58) describes this situation with the following metaphor:
“Everybody behaves like two people, one who wants clear lungs
and long life and the other who adores tobacco, or one who
wants a lean body and the other who wants dessert… the
‘straight’ one often in command… but the wayward one needing
only to get occasional control to spoil the other’s best-laid plans.”
Read et al. (1999) indicate that such intrapersonal conflict
can have similar interest structures to interpersonal conflict.
(1) When a decision-maker has convergent interests, presentand future interests are compatible, and no intrapersonal conflict
emerges. When one decision-maker has divergent interests,
present- and future interests can be (2a) diametrically opposed,
resulting in a distributive-interest structure over time. In this
case, the decision-maker prefers the diametrically opposed
option now as opposed to later. Alternatively, the decisionmaker’s present- and future interests can also be (2b) opposed
but have different priorities, resulting in an integrative-interest
structure over time. Preference-consistent trade-offs can therefore
also reconcile a party’s interests over time in individual decisionmaking. Read et al. (1999, p. 184) suggest that “analogously
[to interpersonal conflicts], individual decision-makers can
reach integrative agreements with themselves, if they consider
the possibility of trade-offs across the many choices that they
face.” To reach efficient solutions in an intrapersonal conflict,
decision-makers must consider their own present- and future
interests and reconcile them by negotiating with themselves
over time (Bazerman et al., 1998). Therefore, researchers argue
that intrapersonal conflicts are as difficult to resolve as
interpersonal conflicts (Bazerman et al., 1998).

Intrapersonal Conflicts Over Time

The Individual Decision-Making Perspective

Characteristic Psychological Processes in
Inter- and Intrapersonal Conflicts

Decision-makers who experience intrapersonal conflict must
make a choice between different alternatives that entail
consequences that occur at different times (e.g., Soman et al.,
2005). People must weigh immediate against future utility
(Loewenstein, 1988) and thus make “trade-offs among costs
and benefits occurring at different times” (Frederick et al.,
2002). In the transformation toward sustainability, intrapersonal
conflicts are ubiquitous and challenging to decision-makers,
for instance, when choosing between maintaining the status
quo or developing an alternative with substantial long-term
benefits (Weber, 2017).
Research has demonstrated that people tend to temporally
devalue their own future interests relative to their immediate
ones (for a review, see Frederick et al., 2002). As individuals
put a premium on immediate benefits, they often prefer smaller,
immediate benefits over larger, later ones (Weber, 2017).
Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org

In the following sections, we highlight the central psychological
processes involved in the interplay between interdependent
conflicts based on the reviewed literature. We remain fully
aware that other cognitive, motivational, and affective processes
may also contribute to inefficient conflict resolution.

Interpersonal and Intertemporal Devaluation

As parties are prone to devalue others’ present interests and
their own future interests (Babcock and Loewenstein, 1997;
Frederick et al., 2002), we conclude that devaluing interests
is likely the dominant psychological tendency in interdependent
conflicts. Decision-makers face three distinct interests in addition
to their own present interests: their counterparts’ present
interests, their own future interests, and their counterparts’
4
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future interests. Solutions to interdependent conflicts are hence
impaired by either interpersonal devaluation, intertemporal
devaluation, or both: In a present interpersonal conflict, a
party socially devalues their counterparts’ present interests. In
an intrapersonal conflict, a party temporally devalues their
own future interests. In a future interpersonal conflict, a party
interpersonally and intertemporally devalues their counterparts’
future interests. In line with previous research (Wade-Benzoni
and Tost, 2009; Charlton et al., 2013), devaluation should
be strongest in future interpersonal conflicts due to the duality
of interpersonal and intertemporal devaluation.

be resolvable via joint control. Due to these differences across
conflicts, parties may experience more constraints in resolving
conflicts of interests with their counterparts (i.e., joint control)
compared with resolving conflicts of interests with themselves
(i.e., actor control). We therefore conclude that negotiators
tend to prioritize the resolution of inter- over intrapersonal
conflicts because solutions between people require interpersonal
coordination, whereas solutions over time are less constrained
by coordination with other parties.

Outcome Interdependence and Decisional Control

Building on the above-mentioned research, our framework of
interdependent conflicts postulates how parties cognitively
process the interplay between different psychological conflicts.
In contrast to a rational approach in which parties cognitively
process interdependent conflicts in a comprehensive, unbiased
way (i.e., by considering all the consequences of their actions
equally), we hypothesize that parties systematically prioritize
the consideration of certain conflicts in a biased way.

Parties’ Consideration of Interdependent
Conflicts

In addition to the processes of interpersonal and intertemporal
devaluation, outcome interdependence and decisional control
play an important role in interdependent conflicts. Following
Interdependence Theory (Kelley and Thibaut, 1978), the structure
of any given interdependence situation can be described in
terms of specific features that aid in the understanding of
psychological processes (Rusbult and Van Lange, 1996). Outcome
interdependence and decisional control differ systematically
across types of psychological conflicts. Specifically, the degree
of outcome interdependence varies across inter- and intrapersonal
conflicts. Whereas Party A’s outcomes are interdependent on
Party B’s outcomes (interpersonal conflict), Party A’s future
outcomes are purely dependent on its present outcomes
(intrapersonal conflict). Consequently, parties’ decisional control
also ranges across conflicts, from joint control in interpersonal
conflicts to actor control in intrapersonal conflicts.2
In intrapersonal conflict, decision-makers face a situation
with outcome dependence and full actor control and can decide
how to resolve a conflict between their own present- and future
interests independently of their counterparts. Herrnstein and
Prelec (1991) describe actor control with a metaphor from
the courtroom: The moment that a temporal decision is made,
the actor functions as both “judge and jury.” In intrapersonal
conflicts, parties have full actor control to simply overrule
their own future interests and only serve their present interests,
or vice-versa (see also Loewenstein, 1996).
By contrast, in interpersonal conflicts, parties face a situation
with outcome interdependence and joint control – that is,
both parties’ outcomes are mutually dependent on the decisions
and actions of their counterparts. Parties thus have joint control
and must therefore coordinate their decisions with those of
their counterparts. Joint control has been metaphorically
described by conflict scholars as the “negotiation dance” (Raiffa,
1982) to highlight the coordination of decisions and actions
in interpersonal conflicts.
Based on the distinction between full actor and joint control,
parties could perceive of having different degrees of freedom
in resolving their conflicts of interests over time and between
people. Specifically, conflicts over time (i.e., outcome dependence)
may be resolvable via actor control. By contrast, conflicts
between people (i.e., outcome interdependence) may only

Prioritizing the Consideration of Interdependent
Conflicts
Proposition 1: In interdependent conflicts, parties
prioritize the consideration of present interpersonal
conflicts (first priority) over intrapersonal conflicts
(second priority) and future interpersonal conflicts
(third priority).
These priorities are derived both from parties’ tendency to
discount their future interests (Frederick et al., 2002) and to
devaluate their counterparts’ interests (Babcock and Loewenstein,
1997) as well as from the parties’ differences in decisional
control (Kelley and Thibaut, 1978). When considering present
interpersonal conflicts, parties devalue their counterparts’ present
interests only on the interpersonal dimension. When considering
intrapersonal conflicts, parties devalue their future interests
only on the temporal dimension. However, when considering
future interpersonal conflicts, they devalue not only their own
future interests on the temporal dimension but also their
counterparts’ future interest on the interpersonal and
intertemporal dimension. This devaluation should lead to a
more-pronounced consideration of the present inter- and
intrapersonal conflict compared with future interpersonal
conflicts. However, as detailed above, in addition to devaluation,
parties also experience less decisional control and more
constraints when resolving inter- over intrapersonal conflicts.
Together, this observation should lead to a prioritized
consideration of present interpersonal conflicts (first priority)
over intrapersonal conflicts (second priority) and future
interpersonal conflicts (third priority; see Figure 2).
Consequently, parties’ prioritization of interdependent conflicts
should impair a balanced and comprehensive consideration of
conflicts. Noteworthy, such a prioritization of conflicts should
result in an unbalanced and biased way of processing
interdependent conflicts.

Another extreme is partner control (e.g., Van Lange and Balliet, 2015), which
is omitted here for reasons of simplicity.
2
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FIGURE 2 | Prioritized consideration of interdependent conflicts. We propose that parties prioritize present interpersonal conflicts (first priority) over intrapersonal
conflicts (second priority) and future interpersonal conflicts (third priority).

In line with this reasoning, prioritizing the consideration
of conflicts should also determine which conflict is resolved
at the cost of another.3 We postulate that conflicts with a
higher-order priority (e.g., a present interpersonal conflict) are
likely to be resolved at the cost of resolving conflicts with a
lower-order priority (e.g., an intrapersonal conflict). This biased
prioritization may have important implications for resolving
interdependent conflicts and threaten the transformation
toward sustainability.
Initial support for our assumptions can be found in a survey
study (Drory and Ritov, 1997) that investigated conflictmanagement strategies when parties experienced only an
interpersonal conflict vs. both an interpersonal conflict and
an intrapersonal conflict. Parties preferred more-cooperative
strategies for resolving the present interpersonal conflict when
they experienced the intrapersonal conflict simultaneously as
compared with when they did not. Similarly, parties that
experienced interdependent conflicts were more inclined
to collaborate with their counterparts when the intrapersonal
conflict
between
present
interests
and
long-term
adverse consequences was made explicit (vs. implicit;
Ritov and Drory, 1996). This finding is in line with recent

research revealing that parties value agreements over impasses
when dealing with present interpersonal conflicts, even if the
impasse would lead to more-profitable outcomes than would
the achieved agreement (Tuncel et al., 2016).

Effects of Priorities in the Consideration of
Conflicts on the Quality of Agreements
Proposition 2: Prioritizing the consideration of conflicts
determines the extent to which parties can exploit
integrative potential and reach integrative agreements.
To resolve interdependent conflicts in an integrative way,
decision-makers must consider their interests in a comprehensive
rather than in an isolated, prioritized way. From a rational
perspective, parties can maximize the utility of a solution
(Raiffa, 1982) by making integrative trade-offs between their
own and their counterparts’ interests (i.e., interpersonal conflict)
and between their present- and future interests (i.e., intrapersonal
conflict). Such trade-off opportunities can only be exploited
when parties consider the conflicts in a comprehensive, unbiased
way. However, the predicted tendency to prioritize conflicts
should lead to a biased, prioritized consideration and therefore
hinder parties in exploiting integrative potential. Specifically,
if integrative potential is found in the intrapersonal conflict
or even in the future interpersonal conflict, parties should
neglect these trade-off opportunities and instead seek to resolve
the present interpersonal conflict. Consequently, prioritizing
conflict consideration can be particularly detrimental because
parties do not consider all trade-off opportunities in a
comprehensive, unbiased way and may thus overlook mutually
beneficial and transformative solutions.
O’Connor et al. (2002) showed that responders in a simulatedultimatum game rejected more bids (i.e., forewent favorable
solutions in an intrapersonal conflict) when instructed to focus
on the present interpersonal conflict compared with the

Psychological conflicts may be either independent, positively interdependent,
or negatively interdependent. When conflicts are independent of one another,
one conflict can be resolved without any consequences for resolving the other.
In current individual- and societal challenges, conflicts are rarely independent
of one another (super wicked problems; (Levin et al., 2012). By contrast, in
most current social issues, interdependence between conflicts occurs: Parties’
consideration of their present interests in an interpersonal conflict usually
impacts their consideration of interests in the future, and vice versa. When
conflicts are positively interdependent, resolving one psychological conflict also
facilitates finding a solution to the other interdependent conflict. However,
positive interdependence does occur in real-world settings, albeit rarely. Most
importantly, though, when psychological conflicts are negatively interdependent,
parties’ efforts to resolve one conflict impede efficiently resolving the other
interdependent conflict. We therefore only focus on negative interdependence
between conflicts in our framework.
3
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intrapersonal conflict. This finding provides initial support for
our assumptions on the detrimental effects of prioritizing
interdependent conflicts.

by negotiating with oneself should also lead to an increase in
the priority of future interpersonal conflicts. Overall, we posit
that combining interpersonal and intrapersonal negotiation
should lead to a balanced, unbiased, comprehensive consideration
of interdependent conflicts (see Figure 3).

An Intervention Approach to Addressing a
Prioritized Consideration of Conflicts

Applying the Intervention Approach to the
Transformation Toward Sustainability

We assume that prioritizing the present interpersonal conflict
is caused – in part – by constraints in decisional control.
Resolving interpersonal conflicts requires negotiating between
parties to overcome divergent interests, whereas resolving
intrapersonal conflict does not require negotiating to overcome
divergent interests in the present or future. To balance the
consideration of interdependent conflicts, we propose also
applying a negotiation strategy to intrapersonal conflicts over
time (Bazerman et al., 1998). Negotiating “with oneself ” should
help parties reach integrative solutions over time and raise
the priority of intrapersonal conflicts.
Social-conflict research has revealed that integrative solutions
are particularly likely when each negotiator (1) has a strong
concern for his or her own outcomes (dual concerns at a
subordinate level; Pruitt and Carnevale, 1993; De Dreu et al.,
2000) and (2) takes both parties’ common interests into
consideration (common concerns at a superordinate level;
Rhoades and Carnevale, 1999; De Dreu et al., 2000; Trötschel
et al., 2011, 2021). Accordingly, parties should be concerned
about (1) their present- and future interests (dual concerns at
a subordinate level) and (2) their common interests over time
(common concerns at a superordinate level). Considering dual
and common concerns over time should trigger negotiating
with oneself, and this strategy should raise the intrapersonal
conflict to the same level of priority as the interpersonal conflict.
Simultaneously, raising the priority of intrapersonal conflicts

Negotiations play a vital role in community-led grassroots
innovations that are niche spaces supporting local-scale transitions
toward sustainability (e.g., Raven et al., 2008; Seyfang and
Haxletine, 2012; Ornetzeder and Rohracher, 2013). Grassroots
initiatives have been shown to foster change in diverse areas,
such as mobility or energy (Ornetzeder and Rohracher, 2013).
However, a crucial success factor for exploiting the transformative
potential of grassroots innovations is the successful negotiation
and mutually-beneficial conflict resolution. Conflicts emerge
because local partners and stakeholders of such an initiative
may have at least some common interests but may also have
opposing interests in reaching their shared objectives. For
instance, individual owners of cooperative housing apartments
may share their interest in investing in energy-efficient buildings,
but may have diverging interests in the potential pathways to
reach this energy transition. Some of the owners may prefer
to install solar panels on the rooftop, whereas others may
prefer to maintain the rooftop accessible for the residents and
to use other energy sources for powering the building energyefficiently. As they can only reach their objectives jointly, the
cooperative owners must negotiate strategies that lead to the
intended transformation of existing structures. However, all
involved actors may enter negotiations by positioning their
interests in their immediate and local context that may hinder

FIGURE 3 | The negotiation-with-oneself strategy for balancing the consideration of interdependent conflicts at the individual level. The horizontal ellipses show
how common concern can lead to integrative negotiation processes between parties. The vertical ellipses show how common concern can lead to integrative
negotiation processes over time.
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the implementation of the pathway toward innovation. Both
our framework of interdependent conflicts and the suggested
intervention approach of intrapersonal negotiations for
reconciling one’s present- and future interests may help to
facilitate successful negotiations in grassroots innovations.
Therefore, implementing the proposed intervention approach
in the context of community-led grassroots initiatives requires
that individual actors are concerned with their dual interests
in the present and future at a subordinate level as well as
with their common interests at a superordinate level. At a
subordinate level, future interests come into play when the
involved actors formulate long-term goals, develop a vision,
and specify their expectations for the transition toward
sustainability. Present interests may guide decision-making when
searching for pathways to implement the innovation. Additionally,
at the superordinate level, actors should share the common
concern that radical innovation will lead to the intended
transformation toward sustainability. When actors consider their
dual and common concerns, intrapersonal negotiation may
be initiated, and a prioritized consideration of conflicts may
be debiased. As a consequence, negotiation processes between
local actors may be improved and lead to more-mutually
beneficial and transformative solutions for the societal
transformation sparked by grassroots initiatives.

Such situations include central psychological barriers that hinder
us from taking dramatic action in the transformation toward
sustainability (Ehrlich and Ehrlich, 2013).

INTRODUCING INTERDEPENDENT
CONFLICTS AT THE LEVEL OF SOCIAL
GROUPS: THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN
INTRA- AND INTERGENERATIONAL
CONFLICTS
At the zenith of the COVID-19 pandemic in July 2020, the
European Union agreed on the largest budget and financial
package in its history to address the aftermath of the
once-in-a-century-pandemic crisis. This negotiation had
implications not only for member states within the present
generation but also for their successor generations to come. The
talks lasted almost 100 h because the member states’ contributions
were heavily disputed. After an agreement had been reached,
Chancellor Merkel was relieved that Europe had shown that it
can come together after all (Erlanger and Stevis-Gridneff, 2020).
However, other European politicians criticized the fact that the
funds for important future EU projects had been cut back to
reach a deal between the member states (DLF, 2020).
This example can be systematically structured using the
framework of interdependent conflicts. Conflicts in the
transformation toward sustainability include a social dimension
between groups (i.e., intragenerational conflict between different
groups within a current generation) and a temporal dimension
between generations over time (i.e., intergenerational conflict
between the predecessor and successor generation of a single
group; Sherstyuk et al., 2016; Bosetti et al., 2020). In line with
our framework, scholars have proposed that “many real-world
intergenerational dilemmas [i.e., over time] are confounded by
intragenerational social dilemmas [i.e., between groups]” (WadeBenzoni et al., 2008). Following this reasoning, we systematically
differentiate between three types of psychological conflicts
(Figure 4): (1) present intragenerational conflict (i.e., between
different groups within the present generation); (2)
intergenerational conflict (i.e., between the predeceasing present
generation and succeeding future generation of a single group);
and finally, (3) future intragenerational conflict (i.e., between
different groups within the future generation; see Footnote 1).4

Tools for Implementing the Intervention Approach

Tools for implementing the negotiation-with-oneself strategy
can be derived from both decision-making- and social-conflict
research. Decision-making research suggests that an increasing
similarity between one’s present- and future self may trigger
a party’s readiness to negotiate with themself (e.g., Bartels and
Urminsky, 2011; Hershfield, 2011; Urminsky, 2017). Alternatively,
changing the primary default consideration from present- to
future interests may also stimulate intrapersonal negotiations
(Weber et al., 2007; Sunstein and Reisch, 2013). Social-conflict
research suggests that perspective-taking of one’s own future
interests may also help induce negotiations with oneself over
time and balance the consideration of interdependent conflicts
(Galinsky et al., 2008; Trötschel et al., 2011). Furthermore,
learning approaches that support analogous reasoning in
transferring integrative insights from one type of psychological
conflict to another could facilitate interdependent-conflict
resolution (Thompson and DeHarpport, 1994; Gillespie et al., 1999;
Nadler et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2020).
Although interventions may support negotiators in reaching
mutually beneficial, transformative solutions, reaching integrative
solutions at the level of social groups has been shown to
be even more challenging (Loschelder and Trötschel, 2010;
Trötschel et al., 2010). However, the transformation toward
sustainability most-often requires negotiations between social
groups, such as between larger institutions or organizations
that represent certain interests (Majer et al., 2018). Compared
with interpersonal conflict, intergroup conflict stands out in
terms of the distinct psychological processes involved. To further
elucidate the psychological barriers to and drivers of
interdependent conflicts at the group level, we next scale our
framework up and focus on intergenerational conflict.
Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org

Intergroup Conflicts (i.e., Intragenerational
Conflict)

A group consists of two or more individuals connected by
social relationships (Forsyth, 2014). These relationships can
be established objectively via outcome interdependence between
We are aware that different constellations between present- and future generations
can be conceived (e.g., generations living at the same time, group representations).
However, we follow the standard definition and focus explicitly on the basic
situation in which the present generation (as predecessors) has no contact
with the future generation (as their successors; Wade-Benzoni and Tost, 2009;
Bosetti et al., 2020).
4
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FIGURE 4 | The framework of interdependent conflicts in the intergenerational context. Figure 4 displays the interplay between the arising present intragenerational
conflict (i.e., the conflict between different groups within the present generation), the intergenerational conflict (i.e., the conflict between the predecessor and
successor generation of a group), and the future intragenerational conflict (i.e., the conflict between different groups within the future generation).

individuals, which induces the formation of groups (Lewin,
1948). Alternatively, relationships can also be established
subjectively by assigning memberships to in-groups or out-groups
to oneself and others based on similarity (Tajfel, 1981). The
conflicts between groups can be described as incompatibilities
in the different groups’ values and/or goals, which may be caused
by outcome interdependence and/or perceived similarity (Boehm
et al., 2020). This idea implies that intergroup conflict may
involve not only economic interests but also categorization as
an in- or out-group. In the transformation toward sustainability,
the two foundations of intergroup conflict often arise in
combination (e.g., Majer et al., 2018; Schuster et al., 2020).
Early theorizations on the causes of intergroup conflict
focused on economic interests in (scarce) resources as the
root of competition in intergroup conflict (Sherif and Sherif,
1953; Sherif, 1961; Campbell, 1965). When comparing
interpersonal and intergroup interactions, research found that
intergroup relations are more competitive than are interpersonal
relations (Wildschut and Insko, 2007) and suggested that fear
and greed explain this discontinuity effect in intergroup
interactions (Wildschut and Insko, 2007). Specifically, fear is
based on the expectation that the other group will maximize
its outcome, which poses a threat to the given group and
increases competition. By contrast, greed is based on the
expectation that the other group will tend to cooperate, which
makes the other group vulnerable to the given group’s greed
and increases competition.5
However, another line of research suggests that merely
categorizing oneself and others as members of an in- and
out-group, respectively, is sufficient to induce intergroup conflict
(Tajfel and Turner, 1979, 1986). Specifically, Self-Categorization
Theory posits that individuals are motivated to make themselves
positively distinct from others by comparing themselves to
others on relevant dimensions (Turner et al., 1987). If comparisons
are favorable for the in-group relative to the out-group, people

can make themselves positively distinct, with beneficial and
direct consequences for their self-concept and self-esteem.
Evidence shows that people strive for positive distinctiveness
(for an overview, see Boehm et al., 2020), which can be obtained
via different strategies, including social competition, for instance,
by discriminating the out-group.
Overall, greed and fear as well as the need for positive
distinctiveness all contribute to intergroup devaluation. Greed
and fear are particularly pronounced when outcome
interdependence exists. However, the need for positive
distinctiveness can be explained by the psychological process
of self-categorization as an in- or out-group member.

Intragroup Conflicts Over Time (i.e.,
Intergenerational Conflict)

In contrast to intergroup conflicts within a generation (e.g.,
Barrett and Dannenberg, 2012), much-less work has focused
on intergenerational conflicts over time (e.g., Hauser et al.,
2014). From a psychological perspective, intergenerational
conflicts (Wade-Benzoni and Tost, 2009) are characterized as
decisions in which the interests of present decision-makers
stand in conflict with those of future others. Such intergenerational
conflicts have distinctive features as compared with intergroup
(i.e., intragenerational) conflicts (Wade-Benzoni and Tost, 2009).
Specifically, outcomes are not reciprocally interdependent
in intergenerational conflicts. Instead, the outcomes of the
future generation are fully determined by the present generation.
Present generations therefore have complete actor control without
the need to coordinate their interests with future others.
Consequently, future generations have no voice in
intergenerational conflicts (see outcome interdependence; Kelley
and Thibaut, 1978). In addition, present generations do not
have to bear the long-term consequences of their decisions
and actions because they are not part of the generation that
experiences the consequences. Furthermore, no direct or indirect
reciprocity between the present- and future generation is possible
(Wade-Benzoni and Tost, 2009). The future generation cannot
give anything back or punish the present generation. This lack
of direct or indirect reciprocity also implies a lack of

Various explanatory mechanisms are discussed in the fear- and greed perspective
for situations in which groups’ outcomes are interdependent, but these mechanisms
lie beyond the scope of this article.
5
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communication between the present- and future generations.
Importantly, in intergroup conflicts between different groups
within a current generation, reciprocity, and communication
have been shown to increase cooperation and lead to moremutually beneficial solutions (e.g., Tavoni et al., 2011; Yoeli
et al., 2013). However, as the direct experience of consequences,
reciprocity, and communication are ruled out in intergenerational
conflict, cooperation, and integrative solutions between the
present- and future generation are further exacerbated. In
intergenerational conflicts, the future generation’s outcomes
depend on the present generation’s beneficence (i.e.,
intergenerational beneficence), which is often lacking (Sherstyuk
et al., 2016; Bosetti et al., 2020). To increase intergenerational
beneficence, it is therefore necessary for a perceived similarity
between the present- and future generation to exist and for
the present generation to identify with the future generation.

present generation has full actor control in intergenerational
conflicts because this generation fully determines the consequences
for the succeeding future generations.

Parties’ Consideration of Interdependent
Conflicts Across Generations

In line with the general assumption of our framework of
interdependent conflicts, we postulate that social groups
cognitively process different psychological conflicts in a biased
way. This idea stands in contrast to a rational approach in
which groups cognitively process interdependent conflicts in
a comprehensive, unbiased way (i.e., they equally consider all
consequences of their actions).

Prioritizing Interdependent Conflicts Within and
Between Generations

Characteristic Psychological Processes in
Intra- and Intergenerational Conflicts

Proposition 3: In interdependent conflicts at the socialgroup level (i.e., generations), parties prioritize the
consideration of present intragenerational conflicts (first
priority) over intergenerational conflicts (second priority)
and future intragenerational conflicts (third priority).

Intergroup Devaluation

Intergroup devaluation can be explained by the processes of
greed and fear in intergroup relations as well as by the need
for positive distinctiveness in comparison with the out-group.
Intergroup devaluation has been found to be particularly
prominent in present- and future intragenerational conflicts,
which renders these conflicts difficult to resolve.

Social groups have a tendency to prioritize present
intragenerational conflicts because joint control with the other
group within the present generation places constraints on the
decision-making process and requires coordination between
groups. This joint control stands in contrast to intergenerational
conflicts over time, which should be given second priority
because the present generation has full actor control when it
comes to resolving these conflicts. In line with this reasoning,
future intragenerational conflicts should be given third priority
because in addition to intergenerational devaluation, the need
for positive distinctiveness from the other group (i.e., intergroup
devaluation) also contributes to the prioritization of these conflicts.
These priorities also determine which conflict will be resolved
at the cost of another. Conflicts of higher priority may be resolved
at the cost of lower-priority conflicts because present
intragenerational conflicts should receive more consideration
than intergenerational conflicts or future intragenerational
conflicts. Prioritizing the consideration of interdependent conflicts
thus has important implications for the transformation
toward sustainability.
Recent research has found initial support for Proposition 3
(Sherstyuk et al., 2016) by showing that adding the dimension
of intergenerational conflict over time to the dimension of
intragenerational conflict renders conflict resolution between
parties more short-sighted.

Intergenerational Devaluation (i.e., Intergroup- and
Intertemporal Devaluation)

Intergenerational conflicts are difficult to resolve because
intergroup- and intertemporal devaluation jointly impede
integrative conflict resolution. The future generation’s interests
are devalued temporally. In addition, intergroup devaluation
arises because the present- and future generations are typically
not part of the same collective. Both intergroup- and intertemporal
devaluation are additive components of intergenerational
devaluation, which is the major barrier to integrative solutions
in intergenerational conflicts (Wade-Benzoni and Tost, 2009).
Although the degree of intergenerational devaluation should
depend on perceived similarities between the present- and future
generation, in general, the need for positive distinctiveness should
be more-pronounced in intragenerational conflicts between distinct
groups within the present generation. However, in the case of
intergenerational conflicts, intergroup- and intergenerational
devaluation can accumulate and lead to severe devaluation against
the opposing groups’ successor generation in the future.

Outcome Interdependence and Decisional Control

Outcome interdependence in intragenerational conflict only exists
between the two different groups within the present generation.
In intergenerational conflict over time, however, future generations
outcomes fully depend on the present generation. Concerning
decisional control (Kelley and Thibaut, 1978), intragenerational
conflict can only be resolved via joint control because one
group within the present generation must coordinate its interests
with another group of the same generation. By contrast, the
Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org

Effects of Priorities in the Consideration of
Conflicts on the Quality of Agreements
Proposition 4: A prioritized consideration of conflicts
determines the extent to which social groups (i.e.,
generations) can exploit the integrative potential and
reach integrative agreements.
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To achieve mutually beneficial, transformative solutions at
the group level, a balanced and unbiased consideration of all
conflicts (rather than a prioritized consideration) is necessary.
However, we assume that the involved groups prioritize conflicts
with detrimental consequences. Specifically, parties consider the
coordination of diverging interests in higher-priority conflicts
to a greater extent than in lower-priority conflicts. Integrative
potential and the trade-off opportunities embedded within
lower-priority conflicts are therefore less-likely to be discovered.
A prioritized, biased consideration of conflicts should thus result
in suboptimal solutions for involved groups. In other words,
resolving interdependent conflicts should be transformative and
mutually beneficial if future generations’ interests are considered
in an unbiased and balanced way.
Jacquet et al. (2013) provided initial evidence for Proposition
4 by experimentally demonstrating that when a temporal
dimension is introduced in intergroup conflicts, conflict resolution
is less optimal than when the intergroup conflict has no
long-term consequences.

However, in intergenerational conflict, future generations
have no voice to stand up for their concerns. As communication
between present- and future generations is ruled out, a shift
toward future generations’ interests is necessary to elicit
negotiations with future others. We propose that present
generations be held responsible for resolving intergenerational
conflicts via negotiations. Contemporary representatives of the
future generation may take responsibility for speaking up for
their generations’ interests (Kamijo et al., 2017). This negotiatingwith-future-others strategy combines a common in-group-identity
approach with a representation of future generations in order
to foster integrative solutions. Negotiating with future others
also raises the priority of the intergenerational conflict compared
with that of the present intragenerational conflict, thereby
leading to a more-balanced consideration of interdependent
conflicts. If each present generation uses the negotiating-withfuture-others strategy, a more-balanced consideration of the
future intragenerational conflict should also be reached. Overall,
negotiating with future others should be a particularly suitable
approach to balancing the consideration of interdependent
conflicts and fostering mutually beneficial and transformative
solutions (Figure 5).

An Intervention Approach to Addressing a
Prioritized Consideration of
Interdependent Conflicts Across
Generations

Applying the Intervention Approach to the
Transformation Toward Sustainability

Based on research on social conflict and negotiation (e.g., De
Dreu et al., 2000) and on intergroup conflict (e.g., Dovidio
et al., 2000), we develop an intervention approach tailored to
balance the consideration of interdependent conflicts between
social groups. Research has shown that the perception of
belonging to distinct, opposed groups (“us” vs. “them”) can
be changed via interventions (Dovidio et al., 2000). Specifically,
by re-categorizing one’s own group and the other group into
subgroups of one superordinate, common in-group identity (the
new “we” – i.e., two subgroups within one group; Gaertner
et al., 1993, 1994), intergroup conflict can be reduced. Importantly,
managing intragenerational conflict via negotiations requires
that (1) the two subgroups consider their common concerns
by creating a new superordinate, common in-group identity
and (2) that each subgroup maintain its distinct group membership
and consider its dual concerns (i.e., creating a common in-group
identity, while maintaining dual identities). If the groups consider
their superordinate, common in-group identity and common
concerns, while simultaneously considering their dual identities
and dual concerns, intragenerational conflicts can be resolved
in an integrative, unbiased way (Gaertner et al., 2016).
To balance the consideration of interdependent conflicts across
social groups and time, we transfer the intervention approach
from intra- to intergenerational conflict. We find the classic,
common in-group-identity approach particularly suitable for
stimulating negotiations with future others in an integrative way.
As a prerequisite, the present generation should (1) create a
common in-group identity with their succeeding future generation
that includes common concerns shared by the present- and
future generations and (2) acknowledge their distinct dual identities
over time – including dual concerns of the present- and future
generations – in order to stimulate negotiations with future others.
Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org

Negotiations are also an integral part of the transition
management approach (Meadowcroft, 2009; Loorbach, 2010;
Schreuer et al., 2010), which typically seeks to regulate and
govern fundamental processes of societal change that may take
generations to realize (Frantzeskaki et al., 2012). During this
transition, the sustainability value of intergenerational justice
must be protected. However, the involved societal groups of
the present generation may enter negotiations by positioning
their interests in their direct and immediate context, thereby
leading to suboptimal solutions (Loorbach, 2010). In particular,
the different interest groups within the present generation may
experience short-term need for compromises, whereas succeeding
future generations need long-term ambitions for radical change
(Frantzeskaki et al., 2012). Traditionally, transition management
distinguishes between four types of circular-governance activities
to facilitate sustainability transitions: strategic, tactical,
operational, and reflexive activities (Loorbach, 2010). The
strategic and tactical activities in the transition-management
cycle are largely interest-driven and require negotiation between
representatives and delegates of larger societal interest groups,
organizations, or institutions that have the capacity to contribute
to the vision of the transition. Particularly during the tacticalactivity phase of the transition-management cycle, the
development of a concrete transition agenda requires the
negotiation and coordination of interests between groups within
the present generation and the alignment of these interests
with those of future generations. In an exemplary innovation
program on future urban mobility (e.g., urban-living labs, von
Wirth et al., 2018), stakeholder groups of the present generation
such as local residents, public transportation services, private
mobility providers, and city authorities develop transition
scenarios (Sondeijker et al., 2006), which are descriptions of
11
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FIGURE 5 | The negotiating-with-future-others strategy for balancing the consideration of interdependent conflicts at the generational level. The horizontal ellipses
show how common in-group identity leads to integrative negotiation processes at the intragenerational level between groups. The vertical ellipses show how
common in-group identity leads to integrative negotiation processes at the intergenerational level over time. If both groups engage in such intergenerational
negotiation processes, they should also be able to balance the consideration of future intragenerational conflicts.

desirable future states that include alternative pathways for
reaching them (i.e., backcasting). However, the interests of
future generations should be aligned with these transition
scenarios created by the delegates of the stakeholder groups
within the present generation. According to our intervention
approach, present delegates should create a common in-group
identity with the succeeding future generation and also consider
the dual identities of the present- and the future generations
when developing the scenario for the urban mobility transition.
In addition, a representative of the future generation could
be assigned to safeguard the future generation’s interests during
the development of scenarios for the urban mobility transition.
Our proposed intervention approach may be particularly suitable
for generating more mutually beneficial and transformative
solutions in the management of transitions when interests
within and between generations must be negotiated. As a result,
the negotiation-with-future-others strategy may help to overcome
a biased and unbalanced consideration of interdependent conflicts
between societal interest groups and their successor generations.

neglect common in-group identities and the representation of
future generations, both of which are required to elicit
negotiations with future others.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
We developed and introduced a framework of interdependent
conflicts for stimulating novel research that examines individualand joint decision-making processes in the transformation
toward sustainability. The critical relevance that negotiations
entail in this transformation is undisputed (Pruitt and Carnevale,
1993; Loorbach, 2010); however, it is also unanimously accepted
that “negotiation will fail to achieve fundamental change unless
there is a commitment to long-term change […]” (Kemp et al.,
2007, p. 316). Despite this conclusion, the existing literature
on negotiations and decision-making treats sustainability
challenges rather unidimensionally. While negotiation- and
social-conflict research primarily focus on conflict resolution
in the present (Jang et al., 2018), individual decision-making
often neglects the social interdependencies against which deep
structural change must be negotiated and coordinated.
Typically, decision-makers must simultaneously consider their
own interests and those of other decision-makers in addition
to long-term future consequences for themselves and future
others. We aimed to provide a novel perspective on why
agreements reached via negotiations are often not in favor of
our own or others’ long-term interests. One of the key
contributions of our novel framework is that it enables an
analysis of decision-making settings in the transformation toward
sustainability in a more-comprehensive, unifying, and systematic
way. Moreover, our framework provides a parsimonious structure

Tools for Implementing the Intervention Approach

Potential tools for creating common in-group identities include
placing focus on superordinate-group memberships (e.g., nations,
organizations, and communities), increasing affinity with future
generations (Wade-Benzoni, 2008; Arora et al., 2016), and
emphasizing factors that are shared by the groups (e.g., values,
fate, and goals). Alternative tools exist that may further trigger
intergenerational negotiations over time by forecasting future
generations’ beneficence (Bosetti et al., 2020), priming present
generations with the inevitability of their own mortality
(Wade-Benzoni et al., 2012), or providing advice to future
generations (Sherstyuk et al., 2016). However, these tools often
Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org
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for disentangling these complex conflict situations, analyzing
the arising psychological phenomena, and designing interventions
that tap into the psychological barriers that impede transformative
solutions. At best, agreements create integrative solutions for
all parties involved – not only in the present, but also over
longer timespans. Our framework offers a systematic integration
of the social and temporal dimensions and thereby helps in
reaching these transformative and mutually beneficial solutions.
Sustainability challenges represent the largest collective-action
problem ever faced by humanity (Ostrom, 2009). Joint decisionmaking and negotiation, cooperation, and conflict resolution
are therefore inevitable in making collective progress toward
sustainable living in our societies. Taking the proposed
psychological barriers into account, these negotiation processes
may be biased toward solutions in the present. To overcome
this crucial barrier, a better understanding of the underlying
psychological processes may help in guiding negotiation processes
that promote forward-looking conflict resolution. The European
Union’s financial and budget deal closed by the different member
states is exemplary in demonstrating interdependent conflicts.
On the one hand, various member states of the European
Union have repeatedly shown that they can come together to
jointly resolve issues of the present generation that they could
not deal with individually. On the other hand, resolving conflicts
between member states within the present generation may lead
to costs for member states’ very own long-term interests and
for those of their succeeding future generations.
The described tensions may lead to a rather skeptical view
of the transformative potential of negotiations. Indeed, the
challenges for parties in creating transformative solutions are
difficult. However, we hope that our framework and the proposed
intervention approaches might help negotiators navigate toward
more-transformative solutions across different societal levels
and contexts. In grassroots initiatives, small groups of societal
frontrunners may initiate negotiations over innovations and,
in the management of the transition, representatives of larger
societal-interest groups, institutions, or organizations may
negotiate their interests in contributing to the transition pathway.
Thereby, negotiations may also help to bridge structural changes
across societal levels. We believe that existing and potential
future tools for implementing intervention approaches should
be tested, adapted, and refined depending on the interdependentconflict situation. Nevertheless, we wish to emphasize the idea

that interdependent conflicts are negotiable not only between
individual actors and societal groups but also within ourselves
and across generations. Making use of the transformative
potential of these negotiation processes may open new transition
pathways toward sustainability. We, therefore, remain optimistic
that negotiations as collaborative decision-making approaches
are most promising for reaching transformative solutions and
are our only true alternative to collaboratively achieving longterm societal prosperity (Pruitt and Carnevale, 1993). In
acknowledging this belief, the framework of interdependent
conflicts may provide innovative impulses for integrating and
reconciling interests within planetary boundaries.
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